A trip to Singapore
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Have you ever been to Singapore? I think some of you might answer
‘yes’. However, my trip to Singapore is special – I went to Singapore
with my teachers and classmates! We went there just last month.
Below are some of the famous places you
might want to visit.
China Town there, called ‘Ngu Che Shui’,
is the biggest market I’ve ever seen!
Long time ago, Guangdong and Fujian
people came to Singapore and brought
their cultures to Singapore. Later,
Singaporeans built a market which sold
Chinese things. That market is now China Town. Just when I was
stepping inside the market with my friends, massive kinds of
sparkly things caught our eyes – clips, potteries, stamps, etc, were
everywhere. It was really difficult to choose only one souvenir to
bring home! Finally, I choose a beautiful snow dome.
The next place you should visit is the ‘Gardens by the Bay’ on
Marina Bay. There are three
parts: the ‘Flower Dome’, the
‘Cloud Forest’, and the ‘OCBC
Skyway’. First we entered
‘Flower Dome’. It was an
amazing sight with lots and
lots of spectacular flowers in it.
There were all sorts of flowers
I’ve never seen before. Blue,
bell-shaped flower, butterfly shaped flowers and so on, were
everywhere. I was amazed by the sight. Then, we went to the
‘Cloud Forest’. You might think it’s a forest filled with clouds, right?

Not exactly. When I was opening the door of the entrance, cool mist
almost blocked my sight entirely. There is a waterfall running like
a non-stop tap opposite the entrance. Strange trees fill every
corner. There are even cacti there! Trees swirl and tangle with
other trees, making a mysterious sight. Lastly, we walked on the
‘OCBC’ Skyway’. It was built on environmentally friendly trees
which have solar energy systems on them. I was glad I’m not afraid
of height! Some people were shaking and running across the
‘skyway’ as fast as they could. I was enjoying the sight of the sea
and the land opposite of us when the tour guide said we had to leave.
How sad! I hope I can go there again next time.	
  
Are you interested in these
places after I’ve introduced
them and shared my
experiences? I think most of
you would! Why don’t you go
to Singapore to visit those
places next time? I’m sure
you’ll love it! I’ll share my
experience gained from other
new places next time!

